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Hydrogen atoms are ubiquitous
species in radiolysis of many liquid and
solid systems. They serve a very
important role in passivation of solid-state
defects in silica-based devices and there is
concern about the role of radiolytic
generation of molecular hydrogen in
radioactive waste storage. We have made
extensive studies of H atoms in water, ice
and amorphous silica using conventional
and time-resolved magnetic resonance. H
atoms are exquisite probes of reaction
dynamics and phase structure in these
systems. Furthermore, via the study of
Chemically Induced Dynamic Electron
Polarization (CIDEP), additional insights
into the mechanisms of radiolytic
generation of H atoms and their fate can
be obtained. With this considerable
experience we embarked on the study of
H atoms in zeolites and mesoporous
solids to address the following questions:
(1) What is the source of H atoms -
bound hydroxyls or confined water? (2)
Do the H atom dynamics in the water-
saturated powders exhibit kinetics and
spin relaxation that is similar to that in
bulk silica, liquid water or ice? (3) What
are the formation and destruction
pathways of H atoms? This could be
important for understanding radiolysis in
silica-water systems, e.g., nuclear waste.

Trapped H atoms (77K and 4K) and
transient H atoms were studied in zeolites
NaX and NaY and in mesoporous silica
MCM-41. Trapped H atoms formed by
electron beam radiolysis were measured
by continuous-wave EPR. Neither the
zeolites nor the MCM-41 in the dry form
gave trapped H atom signals AT 77 K.
MCM-41 has 2-3 silanols per square
nanometer of surface, which dissociate
during radiolysis. Trapped H in dry

s ‘m
MCM-41 can only be seen where@ z O
trapping medium, H20 or Ar is pres – ~ ~

Yand thus implies that the ea. 1 nm thic
8+walls of amorphous silica do not provi e 22

good trapping sites for H atoms, IT gm

contrast to bulk silica and zeolites. All a

three materials gave trapped H atom
signals when saturated with water. The
yield of trapped H in the zeolites was
much larger than in MCM-41. The
results for dry and wet MCM-41 strongly
suggest that the H atoms are trapped in
the aqueous phase. This is in contrast
with pure water ice (crystalline or
glassy), that does not trap H atoms at
77K. H atoms trapped in water can be
seen at 4K.

Transient H atom signals were
measured by pulse radiolysis and pulsed
EPR using the method of detection of the
free induction decay (FID). No transient
H atom signals were detected in dry
powders. The wet powders were studied
between –70”C and 20°C. Representative
kinetics curves are shown in Figure 1 and
compared to pure water ice. The transient
H atom kinetics includes polarization
effects from CIDEP. Qualitatively, all of
the kinetics, polarization build-up and
chemical decay of H atoms, is faster in
the heterogeneous media than in ice. H
atoms in MCM-41 exhibit the fastest
kinetics, which is consistent with the
comparatively low yield of trapped H
atoms in wet MCM-41. Both MCM-41
and NaY gave H atoms in two
distinguishable environments, as
indicated by two EPR signals with
hyperfine coupling constants that differed
by - 0.5%. NaX gave only one H atom
signal. The unique H atoms in NaX
show relaxation behavior similar to one
of the H atoms in NaY and MCM-41.
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ABSTRACT
Ruby fluorescence spectroscopy indicates that residual stress in air-plasma-sprayed zirconia
thermal barrier coatings is a function of the local interface geometry. The stress profile of a
simulated rough interface characterized by ‘-peaks” and ‘-valleys” was modeled with a finite-
element approach that accounted for thermal mismatch, oxide scale growth, and top coat
sintering. Dependence of the stress profile on interface geometry and microstructure was
investigated. and the results were compared with measured stresses.

INTRODUCTION
Zirconia thermal barrier coatings (TBCS) are exciting prospective material systems for use in
turbines and engines to increase their operating temperatures (by 100-200°C) above those
permitted by uncoated Ni-based superalloy. i Reliable lifetime prediction models are essential
for successfid incorporation of TBCS in such high-temperature applications. Because fh.ilure of
~lasrna-sprayed TBC: is generally due to d~age initiated near the top coat/bond coat interface~-

measurement of residual stress near the interface is critical to understanding TBC failure. To
this end. residual stress measurement in the oxide scale through ruby fluorescence spectroscopy
is a powerful tool in analyzing local stress states. 5-7 However, the utilization of these results for
failure prediction requires numerical modeling of the state of stress at the top coat/bond coat
interface.

Residual stresses developed in the oxide scale are the net result of a variety of factors such as
thermal mismatch between constituents, oxide scale growth during processing and service,
sintering of the top coat, plasticity and creep of the constituents (primarily the bond coat and
substrate), and damage/microcrackhg in the top coat and oxide scale. Transient thermal stresses
are superimposed onto these residual stresses during service. The resulting stresses lead to
initiation and growth of localized damage (microcracking) at the top coat./bond coat interface.
These stresses in the TBC are greatiy influenced by interface geometry and microstructural
features that result in stress concentrations at various locations. 8 Thus, the key to understanding
failure in plasma-sprayed coatings is in quantifying the effect of the wavy interface on local
stress evolution in the top coat and scale. Analytical and numerical work has been performed on
stress modeling in TBCS based on thermal mismatch considerations. 9*10 [n the present study, in
addition to thermal stresses, oxide-growth-induced and top-coat-sintering-induced stresses are
considered. [n a recent study by Freborg et al, 11 stresses due to oxide growth were evaluated by
assignil:g m artificially high coefilcient of thermal expansion (CTE) to the oxide scale and then
simulatm$ oxide volume expansion by imposing a small temperature change at steady state.
While this approach is useful in estimating the stresses in the top coat and bond coat due to oxide
gr~~vth, our mode] is directed at estimating stresses in the oxide scale itse] f in order to understand
the results of stress/strain measurements in A1203 scale by ruby spectroscopy.

NIJMERICA[. MODEL: MESH DESIGN AND MATERIALS PROPERTIES
This numerical model evaluates stresses at a wavy interface (consisting of peaksand valleys) that
simulates the interface geometry ot’ plasma-sprayed coatings (Fig. 1). The TBC under
ctmsidewtion is divided into a number ot’ unit cells. each ot’ which is designed to include one-half
(JI’a peak :md one-half of the adjacent valley. as shown in Fig. 1. Adjacent unit cells arc mirror
images of the unit cell under consideration. Stress states at symmetrical locations on either side



0[ tlw mirror-plane mc identical. A pair of adjacent unit cells (mirror images) constitutes a
building block thtIt is repeated throughout the wttirc coating. ‘rherefore. information can be
obtained about the entire coating through analysis ofa single unit cell in our model. The physical
dimensions of the peaks and valleys can be varieci as desired. providing acidcd flexibility to the
model. other variables include processing temperature (~,); oxidatiordservice temperature ( 7’,),.);
volume shrinkage of the ZrOz top coat; and thickness of the ZrOz. bond coat. and oxide scale.

‘[’hermal strains for each element are input as Ct,(T-TO), where a, is the CTE of the constituent
materials (namely Zr02, AlL03, or the metallic bond coat) and T is the temperature at which the
stress is evaluated. T{,is the equilibrium temperature for each constituent (To= Tp for the top coat
and bond coat, and T,)=Tot for the oxide scale). The effect of the substrate is factored into the
model by imposing the constraint that, at any temperature, the length of the unit cell edge in
contact with the substrate is determined by the linear expansion/contraction of the substrate. It
is assumed that the thickness of the substrate is substantially greater than the thickness of the

- top coat and bond coat layers. For T equal to room temperature, the stresses computed by the
model are directly comparable to the stresses measured by ruby fluorescence spectroscopy.
Compatibility requirements provide the bounds w condition that the vertical unit cell edges ,
remain straight at ail temperatures, For these caicuiuuons, the top coat and bond coat were
assumed to be free of thermal strain at the processing temperature (assumed to be 700°C) of the ~
TBC and the oxide scale was assumed to be thermal strain-free at the oxidation temperature
(assumed to be 1150°C).

Oxidation of Al from the bond coat to form A1203 is accompanied by a volume change. Due to
the geometry of the rough interface, strain due to volume change cannot be relieved by simple
translation of the top coat, as would be the case for a flat interface. Therefore, an initial volume
strain (sOm) was assigned for each element in the thermally grown oxide scale. The unit cell was
allowed to deform elastically to relieve these initial strains, and the resulting stresses and strains
in the TBC system were evaluated. An oxide growth factor (GOX)was introduced to account for
the directionality of oxide growth defined as G- =SO,,# (sO,v +sO,r), where SO,.Vis the initial normal
(radial) strain imposed on the oxide scale and SOTis the ifitial tangential strain (SOY+~0,~ = @,J.
It is expected that most of the growth occurs in the direction of least resistance [i.e.. the normal
direction). and therefore GO. was taken as 0.95 for this set of calculations.

Stresses due to sintering of the top coat are modeled in a similar manner by imposing an initial
volume strain on the top coat elements corresponding to the volume shrinkage of the top coat due
to sintering. The initial strains due to sintering are compressive, whereas the initial strains due to
oxide growth are tensile.

The model is designed to be executed with Mathematical 4.0 software. Quadrilateral isoparametric
elements with a variable number of nodes (4-8) are used to form the finite-element mesh. Eight-
node elements are used for the oxide scale for increased accuracy of stress computation at the
interface. as shown in Fig. 1. The program is designed to generate tiner elements at locations
closer to the thermally grown oxide and the top coathond coat interface. Based on the above-
discussed numerical model, normal and shear stresses for each element were calculated.
Subsequently. these stresses were used to estimate hydrostatic stresses in the TBC system. The
elastic constants (elastic modulus, E = 200, Poisson’s ratio. v = 0.5) and CTE, ct = 8 x 10-(’iK for
zirconia used in this calculation are typical values expected for a top coat with accumulated
damage. The bond coat is assumed to have the following properties: E = 200 GPa. v = 0.3 cmd
(-x= 17 x 10“(’/K. Based on preliminary observations of significant porosity in the thermally
grown AlqOl scale. its property values were taken to be: E = 200 GPa. v = 0.3 and a = 8 x
10-’’/K. Many of the property values used in these preliminary calculations are approximate
numbers :md were used to provide general trends in the stress variation with microstructure of
‘11.lCsand their subsequent comparison with nwasurcd trends. f\ccuracy 0{. the stress values will
depend on h accuracy of the property values used.
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Rl:S[~l.-lX ANI) D1SCUSS1ON
‘1’Iwoxide scale rqx-wmttxi by the strip A-B-C-D in Fig. 1 is dividtxl into 16 elements numbered

7 shows the deform~d unit ceil resll[ting frottl1 through 16 (A being 1 and D being 16). Figure -
thcrmai mismatch ahme imcl stress contours in the top coat. bond coat, and oxide scale. The
stresses in the x- and y-directions (gr.t and a,:,.) and the hydrostatic stress (al,r,i) in each element
are functions of x and y coordinates: stresses shown in Fig. 2 are the values calculated at the
centroid of’each element. Stresses in the figure can be estimated by using the gray scale indicated.
For the sake of clarity. the displacements shown in the iigure have been multiplied by a factor of
10. Figure 3 shows the variation of normal, tangential, and hydrostatic stresses in the oxide scale
stress as a function of spatial location (element numbers). The comprc. ..ii”.”:hydrostatic stresses
due to thwrnal mismatch seem to be maximized in element 9 {point C in Fig. I) due to the high
tangential stresses resulting from thermal mismatch between the bond coat and scale. The stress
trends, in general. seem to be in agreement with expected stress distributions from thermal

‘ mismatch considerations at wavy interfaces.8’9

The effect of top-coat sintering (3 VO1.?40shrinkage) at operating temperature on residuai stresses
in the oxide scale is shown in Fig. 4. Interestingly, the stress distribution generated is
characterized by nearly equal and opposite normal and tangential stresses across the length of the -
oxide scale. Therefore, the hydrostatic stresses are relatively low compared to the magnitudes of
the normal and tangential stresses. Because the ruby fluorescence technique measures
hydrostatic stresses, this result suggests that the stress distribution due to sintering cannot be
measuied easily by this technique. However, because sintering results in locally high tensile
stresses (e.g., 1.3 GPa in element 8), it is possible that sintering may play an important role in
damage initiation in the oxide scale.

Figure 5 shows the variation in hydrostatic stress with spatial location in the oxide scale as a
result of oxide growth alone. Initial strain .EO,OXis taken as 0.2 for this calculation. The model
predicts maximum compressive hydrostatic stress at the peaks (element 16) and minimum
compressive stress at the valleys (element 1) of the rough interface. This predicted trend is in
excellent agreement with the measured stress distribution by fluorescence spectroscopy.7
However. the magnitude of measured compressive stresses are lower than that predicted by the
model. This difference may be due to (a) an overestimation during modeling of initial strains in
the oxide scale, (b) stress relaxation due to bond coat plasticity at high temperature not accounted
for in the model and (c) expected edge effects in the specimen resulting in a tensile stress
perpendicular to the x-y plane and therefore a lowering in the measured compressive hydrostatic
stress.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Accurate interpretation of measured stress distributions in the thermally grown oxide scale by
fluorescence spectroscopy can allow real-time damage monitoring in TBC systems. A finite-
element model was developed to estimate the stresses generated in the oxide scale of a thermal
barrier coating (TBC) system considering thermal mismatch. oxide growth. and top coat sintering
e t’fects. The stresses due to thermal mismatch calculated by our model agree well with previous
modeling wurk in TBC systems. Top coat sintering was shown to have only a mild effect on
measured hydrostatic stresses by spectroscopy, but could have a significant role in damage
initiation due to localized tensile stresses induced in the top coat and scale. Oxide growth (i.e..
radial or tangential) has a strong etiect on overall stress distribution. The overall stress
distribution ts the resultant of stresses due to all three mechanisms (i.e.. thermal mismatch. oxide
growth, omi top coat sistering).
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Fig. 1. Unit cell configuration (right) showing quadril~ltcr;ll c]cmcnts :Ind its location with respect
to a real top-coat/bond-coat interface (Icft ) churxtcrizcd h: pc:iks :lnd valleys in”a Zr02
TBC system. The top coat. bond coat :ild (l~ik SC;IICi]) ll~c Lit]i[ Lcll are identified with
different gray levels for clarity. Oxide SCLIICis ildic;l[~’~i i~! CLII.: \-1 3-C-D. and elements
ore sequenced by numbers 1 through 1(>I’N)III.\ I(I I).
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location.


